PLAYERS WILL...

- Players will learn from experienced high school coaches who will show them what it takes to get to the next level.
- Practice skills and drill for every part of their game.
- Additional athletic drills to help improve movement and explosiveness.
- Gain exposure to position-specific skill/drills that the athlete can take home with them to practice.
- Implementation of those newly learned concepts in game situations.
- Practice and compete with other kids of the same age and/or developmental phase.
- This camp is not a day care, come ready to work.
- Spikes and baseball pants should be worn to camp. Campers should bring shorts with them.
- Hosted at Green Ridge Little League with two Little League Fields, a bullpen, and two beautiful outdoor turf cages.

DAILY SCHEDULE

The Daily Schedule will vary based on enrollment and daily focus. The day starts at 9:00, lunch will be from 12:00 to 12:45 each day, and we dismiss at 3:00. Players should bring their own water and lunch and all baseball equipment (glove, bat, helmet, cleats and sneakers, etc).

COST: $200 per-camper; aftercare and early drop-off is available for an additional cost. Learn more at: www.scrantonprep.org/athletics or scan the QR code.